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Come Join Us

Be part of this high-achieving group of diverse, creative thinkers and problem-solvers with the drive, passion, and intellect to revolutionize the world around us. Here, engineering talents and interests are developed in a rigorous curriculum and supported by a faculty of teacher-scholars to launch a new generation of industry breakthroughs, meaningful change, and impactful citizenship.
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A Track Record of Success 
							In our survey of 2020 graduates, respondents earn a median first-year salary of $65,000—with 99% employed, in the military, or in grad school. 
							One-year-out survey 
							Quick Facts 
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Engineering Leaders 
							Excel with a top-tier education in a select community of highly collaborative, deeply engaged students. Small, close-knit classes led by committed and accomplished faculty will equip you with the skills and experience to lead change in your chosen field.  
							 
							Learn More 
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More Women 
in Engineering
 
							TCNJ ranks 14th in the nation for the percentage of women earning bachelor’s degrees in engineering among public institutions, per The Chronicle of Higher Education.  
							Learn about diversity efforts 
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Well-Funded
Facilities
 
							TCNJ’s investment of $90+ million in our STEM complex offers engineering students and faculty unique access to the latest technologies, tools, and labs—powering excellence in undergraduate research, prototyping, simulation, and industry partnerships. 
							Learn about our investment  
							 
													
					
				
				
			
			


























News

For more stories, visit our News Archive.
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Trenton Computer Festival - Saturday, March 16, 2024
 Theme: "Putting Generative AI to Work: Promises & Problems"




























Programs and Departments
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							Biomedical Engineering 
							Civil Engineering 
							Electrical and
 Computer Engineering 
							Mechanical Engineering 
							Undeclared Engineering 
							[image: undeclared icon] 
							Get certified to teach K-12 

technology and engineering design, inspiring a new generation.

 
							Design and develop instruments, devices, and computational models to evolve modern healthcare.  
							Plan, design, and analyze bridges, roads, dams, buildings, and systems to improve infrastructure.  
							Master skills for control systems, communications, instrumentation, or digital signal processing. 
							Gain a foundation in energy and mechanics to design machines that power communities.
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							Technology And Engineering Education Program 
							Follow your interests to explore and define your future engineering specialty in your first year.  
							[image: medical icon] 
							Combined Engineering
Seven-year Medical Program 
							Earn your BS and MD with three years in Engineering plus four years at the New Jersey Medical School.
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							Engineering Science 
							Gain the engineering knowledge and skills for an engineering career, law school, or graduate school. 
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							Integrative Stem Education 
							Gain Pre-K-8 teaching skills in STEM with this dual-major program with the School of Education.   
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Tools and Technology
 
for Success 
							Promoting interaction, curiosity, innovation, and discovery, our state-of-the-art facilities create the ideal environment for growth and exploration. Hands-on experience, plus a deep theoretical basis, stimulate profound undergrad learning and ideas. 
							Explore engineering facilities  
							 
													
					
				
				
			
			


























Successful Outcomes

The value of a TCNJ education is reflected in the success of our graduates. They are accepted into top graduate and professional schools and enjoy successful careers in global communication and arts environments. The success of our alumni is grounded in their understanding that the value of creativity lies in its positive impact on others.
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							Alumni Connections 
							Our grads build successful careers and give back through networking and mentoring current students.  
							About a third of our students go on to graduate studies and are accepted into revered programs.  
							Internships & Employers 
							Students routinely land coveted 

Internships and are recruited by 

top companies post-graduation. 
							Grad Schools 
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Empowering Achievement 
							Studying engineering at TCNJ nets more than an exceptional education. Students get tailored, one-on-one support and guidance for their pursuits and career goals, plus access to real-world opportunities. Got a dream? Come make it happen.  
							See first-year design projects  
							 
							Check out faculty-mentored research  
							View senior projects  
													
					
				
				
			
			


























A Message from the Dean



The advantages of choosing a highly selective engineering program in a liberal arts college with unparalleled facilities, a dynamic curriculum, and the individualized support of dedicated faculty members are boundless. We are committed to cultivating a culture of exploration and possibility with a strong focus on inclusion and diversity to engage the highest-caliber students. Apply now—we look forward to welcoming you to our community.
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Andrea Welker

Dean




























Contact

Armstrong Hall, Room 165

The College of New Jersey

P.O. Box 7718

2000 Pennington Rd.

Ewing, NJ 08628



609.771.2538

engineer@tcnj.edu
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